
The cookies we use on our website.  

Strictly Necessary 

Name Purpose Domain name 

SQ_SYSTEM_SESSION Session cookie related to the login of the website CMS www.krwindturbine.com 

SQ_SYSTEM_SESSION Session cookie related to the login of the website CMS www.rhi-group.com 

PHPSESSID 

Cookie generated by applications based on the PHP language. This is a general-purpose identifier used to 
maintain user session variables. It is normally a random generated number, how it is used can be specific to 
the site, but a good example is maintaining a logged-in status for a user between pages. www.betamachinery.com 

GUC This cookie is necessary for the proper functioning of the site .yahoo.com 

A1S Session cookies necessary for the proper functioning of the site .yahoo.com 

A1 This cookie is necessary for the proper functioning of the site .yahoo.com 

cookiefirst-consent 
This cookie saves your cookie preferences for this website. You can change these or withdraw your consent 
easily. https://www.krwindturbine.com/ 

cookiefirst-id This cookie contains your unique ID so CookieFirst can identify unique visitors to this website. api.cookiefirst.com 

Analytics   

Name Purpose Domain name 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .krwindturbine.com 

s_cc Adobe Site Catalyst cookie, determines whether cookies are enabled in the browser www.krwindturbine.com 

_gid 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .krwindturbine.lpages.co 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .krwindturbine.lpages.co 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .krwindturbine.com 

_ga 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .krwindturbine.lpages.co 

_gid 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .transistor.fm 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .transistor.fm 



_ga 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .transistor.fm 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .krwindturbine.com 

uid 
This cookie sets a unique generated user ID and gathers data about website usage. This data may be sent to 
third parties for analysis and reporting. .turn.com 

uid 
This cookie sets a unique generated user ID and gathers data about website usage. This data may be sent to 
third parties for analysis and reporting. .addthis.com 

exp_tracker 
This cookie name is associated with the website content management system Expression Engine. Most likely 
to do with tracking or recoding visitor activity. .betamachinery.com 

exp_last_visit 
This cookie name is associated with the website content management system Expression Engine. Most likely 
to do with tracking or recoding visitor activity. .betamachinery.com 

exp_last_activity 
This cookie name is associated with the website content management system Expression Engine. Most likely 
to do with tracking or recoding visitor activity. .betamachinery.com 

_gid 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .krwindturbine.com 

_gid 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .rhi-group.com 

_gid 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .betamachinery.com 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .rhi-group.com 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .betamachinery.com 

_gat_***** Set by Google Analytics to control the request rate. .krwindturbine.com 

_ga 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .krwindturbine.com 

_ga 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .rhi-group.com 

_ga 
Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for 
statistics. .betamachinery.com 

A3 This cookie is used by Auth0 for authentication purposes. .yahoo.com 

Performance and Functionality   



DrupalVisitorMobile 
This is a session cookie that supports the functions of the Drupal open-source content management system to 
ensure that the website works properly www.krwindturbine.com 

mus 
This cookie is set by AddThis. AddThis is a social sharing tool that allows you to share the site content on social 
media or by email. They track interactions with the embedded sharing buttons and monitor its usage. .addthis.com 

lang 

There are many different types of cookies associated with this name, and a more detailed look at how it is 
used on a particular website is generally recommended. However, in most cases it will likely be used to store 
language preferences, potentially to serve up content in the stored language. .linkedin.com 

lang 

There are many different types of cookies associated with this name, and a more detailed look at how it is 
used on a particular website is generally recommended. However, in most cases it will likely be used to store 
language preferences, potentially to serve up content in the stored language. .ads.linkedin.com 

__atuvs 

This cookie is associated with the AddThis social sharing widget which is commonly embedded in websites to 
enable visitors to share content with a range of networking and sharing platforms. This is believed to be a new 
cookie from AddThis which is not yet documented, but has been categorised on the assumption it serves a 
similar purpose to other cookies set by the service. www.krwindturbine.com 

__atuvc 

This cookie is associated with the AddThis social sharing widget which is commonly embedded in websites to 
enable visitors to share content with a range of networking and sharing platforms. It stores an updated page 
share count. www.krwindturbine.com 

Advertising and Social Media   

Name Purpose Domain name 

everest_session_v2 
This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that the end 
user may have seen before visiting the said website. .everesttech.net 

everest_g_v2 
This cookie contains information about how the end user uses the website and all advertisements that the end 
user saw before he visited the website. .everesttech.net 

AMCV_***Adobe 
This cookie is used to identify a unique visitor. It is set through the use of the Adobe Experience Cloud and 
may or may not be used to optimize advertising. www.krwindturbine.com 

centerVisitorId 
This cookie is being set in order to track the individual sessions on the website, allowing the website to 
compile statistical data from multiple visits. This data can also be used to create leads for marketing purposes. js.center.io 

tidal_ttid Registers the ads provided by Videology that the user has seen and/or clicked. .tidaltv.com 



sync-his 
Sets a unique ID for the visitor that enables third-party advertisers to target the visitor with relevant ads. This 
pairing service is provided by third-party advertising hubs that enable real-time bids for advertisers. .tidaltv.com 

pt This cookie is being set for advertising purposes .ispot.tv 

YSC Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen. .youtube.com 

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE This cookie allows Youtube to check for bandwidth usage. .youtube.com 

CONSENT 
Third party cookies. They provide certain features of Google and may store certain preferences according to 
usage patterns and personalize the ads that appear in Google searches. .youtube.com 

wfivefivec This cookie is generally provided by w55c.net and is used for advertising purposes. .w55c.net 

uvc 

Cookie set by AddThis. These plug-ins allow you to set bookmarks or share interesting content with other 
users. The plug-ins allow you to interact with social networks and other users so that we can improve our 
services and make them more interesting for you as a user. .addthis.com 

uuid2 
This cookie allows targeted advertising through the AppNexus platform - collects anonymous data on ad views 
IP adddress, page views, and more. .adnxs.com 

uuid 
This cookie is used to optimise advertising relevance by collecting visitor data from multiple websites – this 
exchange of visitor data is normally provided by a third-party data-center or ad-exchange. .mathtag.com 

ouid Social Media sharing tracking cookie. .addthis.com 

na_id 
This cookie is set by Addthis.com to enable sharing of links on social media platforms like Facebook and 
Twitter. .addthis.com 

matchaddthis 
This cookie presents the user with relevant content and advertisement. The service is provided by third-party 
advertisement hubs, which facilitate real-time bidding for advertisers. .w55c.net 

loc 
This cookie is set by Addthis. This is a geolocation cookie to understand where the users sharing the 
information are located. .addthis.com 

lidc Cookie from LinkedIn used by share buttons and advertising tags. .linkedin.com 

li_sugr Cookie from LinkedIn used by share buttons and advertising tags. .linkedin.com 

exp_stashid 
This cookie generates a unique ID that relates to session values that determine the current state of the 
website and any actions you have performed. .betamachinery.com 

dpm 
Adobe Audience Manager - the data management platform uses this cookie to record information about ID 
synchronization. .dpm.demdex.net 

demdex 
This cookie is set by Adobe Audience Manger to perform functions such as visitor identification, ID 
synchronization, segmentation, user profiling and analytics. .demdex.net 



bscookie Cookie from LinkedIn used by share buttons and advertising tags. .www.linkedin.com 

bku This cookie is generally provided by bluekai.com and is used for advertising purposes. .bluekai.com 

bkdc 
This cookie is usually set by websites to register anonymised user data (IP address, geolocation, etc.) as well as 
aggregate anonymous activities to enable marketers to provide more targeted online advertising. .bluekai.com 

bcookie Cookie from LinkedIn used by share buttons and advertising tags. .linkedin.com 

_ssuma This cookie registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. The ID is used for targeted ads. .sitescout.com 

UserMatchHistory This cookie is used to track visitor behaviour in order to provide better personalised advertising. .linkedin.com 

TDID 

This cookie is used by our external trading platform. It contains a unique, randomly generated value that 
allows the platform to distinguish between browsers and devices. It is matched against information - such as 
segments and histories of advertisements displayed in the browser or device - provided by customers or other 
third parties and stored on the platform. .adsrvr.org 

TDCPM This cooke registers a unique ID for to recognise returning visitors. The ID is used for targeted advertising. .adsrvr.org 

IDE Cookie from Double Click (Google) which helps us to analyze and optimize our advertising campaigns. .doubleclick.net 

B 

Collects anonymous data regarding the user's website visits, such as the number of visits, the average time 
spent on the website and which pages were loaded. The recorded data is used to categorize the interests and 
demographic profiles of users with the aim of adapting the content of the website to the visitor. .yahoo.com 

 
AnalyticsSyncHistory 

This cookie is used for storing information about the time a sync with the lms_analytics cookie took place for 
users in the Designated Countries .linkedin.com 

Unclassified   

AMCVS_98CF678254E93B1B0A4C98
A5%40AdobeOrg This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. www.krwindturbine.com 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.wC5fz6rBRWXLAkbWyQdGbd This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.vYRLdwvWSmgnSUXNnPFXMX This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 



view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.hT9L4Urp6SUZWHavHa52eY This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.PtATdXVTZtvoHPohK3qrWM This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.L8stqjVcER8hQMNqPHXaxh This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.CKk2JzibX6MjAT3DpS2sFm This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.7hEgpgSdjy6tGagfwfZLPm This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 

view.jWf5LMwyzuKbYZChojswqE-
default-
prop.b3LjDPyS4Kqwh5ob7Zf6YY This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information. .api.leadpages.io 



 


